Paul’s reference to a “frustrated” and “groaning” creation in Romans 8:19–23 clearly refers to the “Fall” described in Genesis 3. How should we understand Genesis 3? Traditionally it has been used to explain the presence of disease and disaster in this world, but the historicity of the Genesis Fall account is frequently doubted on both anthropological and genetic grounds. Moreover, it is not directly referred to elsewhere in the Bible. The Romans 8:19–23 passage is not easy to understand. It makes the best sense if it is regarded as the climax of God’s work as described in Romans 5–8, complementing the completeness of Christ’s work set out explicitly in Colossians 1:17–20. Both the Genesis and Romans passages emphasize the relationship of God to creation. Concentrating on Genesis 3 at the exclusion of Romans 8 is to lose the relevance of God’s plans for us, not least his commands to care for his creation. This article explores the connection of the two passages and their relevance to modern life and practice.

Can the God worshipped by millions of Abrahamic faith believers be reconciled with the “God of the Galápagos”? The God described in scripture is clearly one who controls the natural world, even if some of the events recorded can be “explained” by naturally occurring events. The plagues in Egypt (Genesis 7–10) could be an ecological progression—although the deaths of the non-Israelite firstborn do not easily fit such an interpretation. It has been suggested that “the Lord [who] drove the sea away with a strong east wind all night long and turned the seabed into dry land” (Exod. 14:21) may have used a rare meteorological event combined with a fortuitous landslide—although the miracle here was essentially one of timing. But a plausible mechanism for a miracle does not invalidate divine action. Jesus...
himself builds on Psalm 104 when he declared that God “feeds them [the birds]” and “clothes the grass in the fields” (Matt. 6:26, 30). Not only that, we are told “even the wind and sea obey him” (Matt. 8:27). Barnabas and Paul assured the credulous Lycaonians that “the living God ... sends you rain from heaven and the crops in their seasons” (Acts 14:15–17).

Some disasters can fairly be attributed to human failings (think of the man who built on sand in Matt. 7:26 or the foolish virgins in Matt. 25:1–13), but it is stretching credulity to suggest they all disasters are the direct result of incompetence. The thousands who died in the Lisbon earthquake in 1755 or the one in Haiti in 2010 or that in Nepal in 2015 may have suffered as a result of living in weak houses on tectonic fault lines, but they cannot be directly blamed for their fate. Many cancers have an environmental cause (such as smoking or ingesting asbestos), but others are clearly the result of “chance” genetic changes. Is the world intrinsically unsafe? Can all of our problems be put down to an act of disobedience in a Middle Eastern Eden long ago? Such was the “traditional” interpretation, and it is still held by many Bible believers despite the evidence of massive earth movements long before humans appeared on Earth, of diseased dinosaurs, and of no detected discontinuity in the fossil record before and after humans appeared. As Hull and Williams have pointed out in their different ways (see previous page), this disjunction between older understanding and newer discoveries has led many to reject the authority of the Bible and often religious faith altogether.

One way forward is to jettison the Bible account in Genesis 3 as pure fantasy. A not uncommon judgment is that of Patricia Williams:

both the literal and liberal interpretations of the narrative of Adam and Eve have collapsed. The reputed historicity [of Adam and Eve] conflicts with well-established scientific theories ... Science says the claim liberal theology inherited from literalism, that we are alienated and exiled is false ... [but] the concept of alienation is recent. It arrived with agricultural surpluses and class distinctions about ten thousand years ago ... Jesus shows that we are not alienated from God, but live in God’s presence.5

This is a gross travesty of Jesus’s teaching, never mind his atoning death, and includes an illegitimate assumption that we learn from “well-established scientific theories” about God’s involvement with his creation. This is a category mistake.

Probably the most frequent approach is to treat the Fall as “myth.” Unfortunately, the word is popularly misunderstood as meaning simply “a story that is false.” Because of this, it seems best to avoid the term altogether and accept Howard Marshall’s judgment that myth is “a confusing and slippery term in theology; it is used in so many ill-defined ways by individual theologians, that it would be no bad thing if its use were prohibited.”6

Do the stories in Genesis 2 and 3 have any grounding in history? If we are to be faithful to the findings of geologists and palaeontologists, we cannot claim that there were no “natural disasters” before the advent of humankind.7 In particular, there must have been deaths of both individuals and groups before humanity appeared. Once there were dinosaurs; now there are no dinosaurs. Does it help to interpret the account as nonliteral (which does not mean untrue)? The common Hebrew word for man is “ish” but another word (’adam) is used instead in Genesis 1–5 (34 times). It is often assumed that ’adam is used in Genesis 2 and 3 because of a word play with “adamâ,” the ground. The man Adam was created from the adama and will return to the adama. On six occasions an individual (“Mr. Adam”) is clearly meant (4:21, 25; 5:1, 3, 4, 5), but here ’adam is not preceded by the definite article. In other words, when the text speaks of “Adam,” it almost always means “humankind,” implying the earthy one, ’adamâ.

This imputation is fine and internally consistent for the Genesis account, but it fails to account for the main thrust of biblical theology. Can there be any link between an improving ape (an “’adamâ”) and human sin? The Bible describes sin as rebellion or missing the mark. It is difficult to discern any meaning to this if we are apes on a (presumably upward) trajectory toward humanness. The Bible account of humanness is of repeated failure and apostasy, redeemed only by God’s coming in Christ and reconciling humankind through the cross; the Christian gospel is that the relationship between Creator and creation can be restored, but this possibility necessarily presupposes that there was a relationship requiring repair. This seems very different from the evolutionary picture of “a great ape trying to make good.”
“A great ape trying to make good” is essentially the secular understanding of the human story. This was set out by the Cambridge theologian F. R. Tennant in his Hulsean Lectures in 1902 and accepted by many of his successors. Tennant argued that the idea human beings could be held responsible by their Creator for an original sin committed at some point in the distant past was rendered impossible by knowledge about the evolution of living things in general and the origin of humankind in particular. He claimed that the Augustinian notion that some kind of inherited flaw or stain had been passed on by generation from our aboriginal ancestors was fatally undermined because it involved a Lamarckian theory of acquired inherited characteristics. For Tennant, this negated the idea that sin had somehow entered the human condition at a specific moment in history. The reality of sin was all too plain; notwithstanding, it was a mistake to think of it as having come about because of a fall from a state of original righteousness. Rather, it was part and parcel of the way our species had evolved from its animal ancestry.

The reality of sin was all too plain; notwithstanding, it was a mistake to think of it as having come about because of a fall from a state of original righteousness. Rather, it was part and parcel of the way our species had evolved from its animal ancestry.

In a widely reported Westminster Abbey sermon, Barnes quoted from the Presidential Address of the anatomist Arthur Keith to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, declaring that the story of Adam and Eve is reduced to the status of folklore, and the horrible theory of the propagation of sin, reared on the basis of the Fall by Augustine, could be rejected … Biology showed that much that is evil in man’s passions and appetites is due to natural instincts inherited from his animal ancestry. Man is not a being who has fallen from the ideal state of innocence: he is an animal slowly gaining spiritual understanding.

In light of this sort of rhetoric, it is not surprising that conservative Christians reacted against any belief in human evolution, and, more damaging, came to view the whole science-faith debate as dangerous. No wonder the Adventist George McCready Price was wont to proclaim, “No Adam, no Fall; no Fall, no Atonement; no Atonement, no Savior.”

The problem with all this is that there is no evidence whatsoever of humankind “getting better.” Peter Bowler has documented the fate of the widespread assumption from the late nineteenth century that accepting a reconciliation of evolution with faith automatically meant that we are part of a divinely planned evolutionary progression. Bowler’s analysis is as follows:

Liberal thinkers were convinced that they could make common cause with a science that had turned its back on materialism. [But this] exposed cracks that had only been papered over in the earlier negotiations [i.e., in the immediate post-Origin years]. If Christians accepted that humanity was the product of evolution—even allowing the process could be seen as the expression of the Creator’s will—then the whole idea of Original Sin would have to be reinterpreted. Far from falling from an original state of grace in the Garden of Eden, we had risen gradually from our animal origins. And if there was no Sin from which we needed salvation, what was the purpose of Christ’s agony on the cross? Christ became merely the perfect man who showed us what we could all hope to become when evolution finished its upward course.
But as Bowler points out, unfortunately for this interpretation, the economic depression of the 1930s and the rise of Fascism and Nazism in Europe drove home the message that there was something deeply flawed in the moral state of the West. Secularists turned to Marxism as a way of saving the idea of progress, but to many religious people it seemed the liberals’ optimistic hopes of perfecting humanity were misguided ... Neo-orthodoxy transformed the churches in the late 1930s and 1940s ... Karl Barth called for a return to the traditional vision of humanity as proclaimed in the Gospels: Human nature is deeply troubled because we have become alienated from God, and only His grace can save us ... [But] neo-orthodoxy didn’t want an alternative view of creation or a return to the argument from design—it just wasn’t interested in science.15

A Historic Adam?
The idea that a Mr. Adam ever existed is almost universally rejected outside very conservative circles. The inference that the species Homo sapiens is wholly derived from a single person or couple (or even a small number of individuals) is both genetically implausible and lacks any palaeoanthropological evidence.16 However, this genetical argument is irrelevant if we take seriously the Bible description of humanness. Genesis 1:27 portrays humanness as a specific act of God, while Genesis 2:7 describes it as a divine in-breathing into an already existing entity.17 In other words, a work of God is differentiated from “an ape on the way up” into an “imaged-beast”; this “imaged-beast” can be called Homo divinus, differing and distinct from the biological species Homo sapiens by the possession of God’s image. There is no reason to assume that it would be anatomically or genetically changed. The terminology of Homo divinus was suggested by John Stott.18 For some, this name is an unnecessary confusion, but for many it is a useful clarification.19

If the image is confined to humankind as Genesis 1:26, 27 seems to make clear, it must have been “introduced” at some time in history (I use “introduced” without intending any implication about mechanism; it was a transforming event rather than an addition).20 The conventional assumption is that humanness appeared as an emergent character involving self-consciousness or self-knowledge.21 The essential point is that it must have happened in time. Claims have been made that it was coincident with burying the dead or with including grave goods with the dead, or with the appearance of cave paintings, but these are no more than guesses.22

What is the “image”? Expositors of Genesis 1 commonly associate it with the practice of conquerors leaving a statue (“image”) of themselves in conquered cities to remind the inhabitants of their authority.23 For Middleton, the imago Dei designates the royal office or calling of human beings as God’s representatives and agents in the world, granted authorized power to share in God’s rule or administration of the earth’s resources and creatures.24 This calling (or function) can also (and perhaps more usefully) be described as our transformation into body-soul unities—which is, of course, our creation as human beings in the fullest sense, as Homo divinus rather than Homo sapiens. For Chris Wright, the expression “in our image” is adverbial (that is, describes the way God made us), not adjectival (that is, as if it simply described a quality we possess). The image of God is not so much something we possess, as what we are. To be human is to be the image of God.25

“Image” should not be confused with the notion of “soul,” which is an unhelpful assumption of dualism.26 Claus Westermann expresses “image” as effecting kinship: “The relationship to God is not something which is added to human existence; humans are created in such a way that their very existence is intended to be their relationship to God.”27

Dermot McDonald argues similarly. After an extensive review of the scriptures, he concluded that image should be taken as indicating “sonship”:

Man’s chief end is to glorify God. Such was God’s intention for the man he made. But man could only respond to the divine desire in so far as he reflected God’s glory. And it was in him so to do because he was created in the image of God with the gift of sonship ... All men are in the image of God by reason of an original creative sonship through Adam.28

Middleton sees our role as “representing and perhaps extending in some way God’s rule on Earth through the ordinary communal practices of human sociocultural life,”29 which is not very different from
C.F.D. Moule’s conclusion, “the most satisfying of the many interpretations, both ancient and modern of the meaning of the image of God in man is that which sees it as basically responsibility.” John Walton summarizes the image as four-fold: the role and function that God has given humanity; the identity we have as human beings; our task to represent God in this world; and to indicate the relationship God intends for us.

The personal nature of the image is emphasized by the language of Genesis 1:26, “let us make human beings,” whereas all the other acts of creation are the results of an impersonal fiat, “let there be.” It is implied also by the incident of Adam and Eve trying to hide from God (Gen. 3:8, 9). All this strengthens the idea that God’s image in us is about relationship—to God, to other humans, and to the rest of creation. Such a functional understanding of God’s image accords both with the Genesis texts and the need to incorporate Paul’s teaching on Christ as the image of God (2 Cor. 4:4; Col. 1:15), not least our destiny to share Christ’s image (Rom. 8:29). It also implies that the result of the disobedience in the garden was a breaking or interruption of that relationship. Terence Fretheim suggests that we should express the Fall as a falling “out” or “apart,” the result of mistrusting God and wanting autonomy from him.

An important inference from emphasizing that our humanness is a relationship bestowed by God and not an “addition” to an existing prehuman, is that its spread is also a divine act, and can be reasonably assumed to have spread to all individuals of the species alive at the time. In other words, neither our “image” nor, by implication, any sort of “original” sin depended on longitudinal transmission like a genetic trait, but solely depended on the sovereign will and action of God. John Walton calls this “radiate transmission,” using the analogy that opening a door to a sealed source of radiation results in the entire area and population being irradiated.

These considerations all support the idea that the Genesis “Fall” can best be seen as essentially a break in relationship between Creator and creature. This is more in accord with the understanding of the Eastern Church than the Western. For Augustine and the Western Church which has largely followed him, Adam and Eve were conceived as perfect before they “fell.” In contrast, the Eastern tradition deriving from Theophilus of Antioch and Irenaeus was that God gave humanity divine grace to progress toward full union with the Creator. As the first humans developed self-awareness, they became aware of God’s call and his demands on them. In other words, as Homo sapiens became Homo divinus, they were for the first time able to respond—to obey or disobey. James Barr suggests that the Genesis 3 story can best be read not as one of lost immortality, but of a lost chance for immortality. It is possible to understand it as “the coming of age of an ape on the way up,” but also as the very different idea of an emerging consciousness being challenged at some stage by God’s implanted image. Only the second interpretation seems to accord with the subsequent history of humankind. Humanity’s being is affected—deprived of life—because we are deprived of communion with God. The Fall was not the cosmic explosion described in Milton’s Paradise Lost, but anarchy produced by the disordered relationships between the sexes and with the nonhuman creation.

Adam and Humanity

God’s “imaging” of Homo sapiens and the subsequent disobedience of Homo divinus must have taken place after the emergence of Homo sapiens as a species, sometime in the last 200,000 years or so. There are no direct references to the “Fall” in the Old Testament after Genesis 3 (and the word “Fall” is not even used there), but human rebelliousness is described throughout scripture (and its effects throughout secular history). The only specific description of the events of Genesis 3 is in Romans 5:12–19 (also 1 Cor. 15:21), which compares “the one man through whom sin came into the world” with the saving grace of the “one man, Jesus Christ.”

Is it legitimate to understand the “one man” of Romans 5 as indicating a group which disobeyed in the early stages of humanness? Presumably Paul thought of Adam as a man who lived in history just as he probably regarded the earth as flat and bounded above by a firm roof. It could be argued that because of this he had no reason or comprehension not to compare one individual (“the first man,” Adam) with another individual, Jesus Christ. But such an imputation of Paul’s limitations may be wrong. In his commentary on Romans, Leon Morris writes:

the one man [Adam] is very important and underlies the whole discussion. Twelve times in verses 12–19 we have the word one; repeatedly Paul refers to the
one man Adam (and to one sin of that one man) and opposes to him (and it) the one man Jesus Christ (and his one word of grace). The one man and his sin and the one Savior and his salvation are critical to the discussion. Notwithstanding, he warns that Paul’s argument in Romans 5 is very condensed and in all translations and comments we must allow for the possibility that Paul’s meaning may at some point be other than we think.

Stott enters no such caveat. He writes:

Scripture clearly intends us to accept their [Adam and Eve’s] historicity as the original human pair: the biblical genealogies trace the human race back to Adam, Jesus himself taught that “at the beginning the Creator made them male and female” and then instituted marriage, Paul told the Athenian philosophers that God had made every nation from “one man,” and in particular, Paul’s carefully constructed analogy between Adam and Christ depends for its validity on the equal historicity of both.

John Collins also opts for their historicity. He reviews recent interpretations, although depending strongly on N.T. Wright, who seems less dogmatic. John Walton argues that Adam and Eve can be regarded as archetypes for humanity, and that Romans 5:12–14 “affirms the reality of sin and death entering human experience in an event and therefore implies a historical Adam.”

Other conservative commentators take a more nuanced view. James Dunn writes:

Paul’s theological point [in Romans 5 does not] depend on Adam being a “historical” individual or on his disobedience being a historical event as such … The effect of the comparison between Adam and Christ is not so much to historicize the original Adam as to bring out the individual significance of the historic Christ.

F.F. Bruce takes a step further back. He comments on Romans 5:12 (“It was through one man that sin entered the world and through sin death, and thus death pervaded the whole human race”):

It is not simply because Adam is the ancestor of humankind that all are said to have sinned in his sin (otherwise it must be argued that because Abraham believed God all his descendants were automatically involved in this belief); it is because Adam is humankind.

Peter Enns is unequivocal. He has written,

One can believe that Paul is correct theologically and historically about the problem of sin and death, and the solution that God provides in Christ without also needing to believe that his assumptions about human origins are accurate. The need for a savior does not require a historical Adam.

The best we can conclude is that there is no consensus among commentators, even those who firmly hold to the inspiration and authority of scripture.

How does the current condition of humankind relate to the Genesis story? Derek Kidner in his commentary on Genesis is clear:

the unity of mankind “in Adam” and our common status as sinners through his offence, are expressed in scripture not in terms of heredity (Isa. 43:27) but simply in terms of solidarity. We nowhere find applied to us any argument from physical descent, such as that of Heb. 7:9, 10 (where Levi shares in Abraham’s act through being “still in the loins of his ancestor”). Rather, Adam’s sin is shown to have implicated all men because he was the federal head of humanity, somewhat as in Christ’s death “one died for all, therefore all died” (2 Cor. 5:14) … After the special creation of the first human pair clinched the fact that there is no natural bridge from animal to man, God may have now conferred his image on Adam’s collaterals to bring them into the same realm of being. Adam’s “federal” headship of humanity extended, if that was the case, outwards to his contemporaries as well as outwards to his offspring, and his disobedience dis inherits both alike.

Adam (and Eve) disobeyed God, resulting in their original and intended relationship being fractured (they “died”), and this affected all other members of the species by divine fiat.

Kidner’s interpretation is not universally accepted. Henri Blocher discusses the issue at length and concludes that “the decisive consideration when we search for the rightness of the “fact” [of being born sinners] remains the headship or capitate structure—the organic solidarity of the race, the spiritual dimension of humanity’s oneness.” He accepts that his view might differ from the “current headship solution,” although he clearly does not reject the concept.
Paul on Genesis 3

Is a historical Adam anything more than a possible interpretation—a way out for conservatives? Romans 5:12–19 certainly implies the existence of a “Mr. Adam.” But this implication is strengthened when we take it in the fuller context of Paul’s argument in Romans 5–8, which summarizes the whole history of God’s dealing with his creation and of his patient and gracious ordering despite humankind’s repeated disordering.

Genesis 1–3 is a vignette of a disorder-reorder cycle in which the intended integration of humans with the whole creation gives way to dislocation and fracturing of that integration. The cycle is repeated with the Noah story and then by the Babel episode. The history of Israel then continues with a seemingly endless procession of rebellion and failure, followed by God’s saving deliverance. The climax comes, of course, with God coming in the person of Jesus Christ and is completed in his redeeming death and clinching resurrection. All this is recapitulated in Romans, beginning with a rehearsal of human disobedience (1:18–32), followed by recalling the covenant and God’s promises, and culminating in chapters 5–8. Chapter 6 tells of God’s people passing through the waters (baptism, in parallel with crossing the Red Sea, q.v. 1 Cor. 10:2) and being freed from slavery (as they had been from Egypt). The final consequence is described in Romans 8:19–28, which clearly refers to the origin and pervasiveness of disorder.

The effects of Adam’s disobedience are said to be that the created universe was “made subject to frustration” (Rom. 8:20) and is “groaning as if in the pangs of childbirth” (v. 22). It is undeniably a difficult passage and most expositors do not help much,50 but it is a key one—perhaps the key one—in the present context. James Dunn points out that, at one level, it “recalls the extent to which believers continue to be thoroughly bound up with creation, and that precisely as part of and not despite the process of salvation.”51 Dunn comments,

The point Paul is presumably making, through somewhat obscure language, is that God followed the logic of his proposed subjecting of creation to man by subjecting it still further in consequence of man’s fall, so that it might serve as an appropriate context for fallen man.52

Kidner supports Dunn’s interpretation when he contrasts the pre-Fall situation with our present existence:

Leaderless, the choir of creation can only grind on in discord. It seems from Romans 8:19–23 and from what is known of the prehuman world that there was a state of travail from the first which man was empowered to “subdue” until he relapsed into disorder himself.53

Charles Cranfield has used the same analogy with a powerful and often repeated reductio ad absurdum argument:

What sense can there be in saying that the “subhuman creation—the Jungfrau, for example, or the Matterhorn, or the planet Venus—suffers frustration by being prevented from properly fulfilling the purpose of its existence?” The answer must surely be that the whole magnificent theatre of the universe, together with all its splendid properties and all its life, created for God’s glory, is cheated of its true fulfilment so long as man, the chief actor in the great drama of God’s praise, fails to contribute his rational part. The Jungfrau and the Matterhorn and the planet Venus and all living things too, man alone excepted, do indeed glorify God in their own ways; but since their praise is destined to be not a collection of individual offerings but part of a magnificent whole, the united praise of the whole creation, they are prevented from being fully that which they were created to be, so long as man’s part is missing, just as all the other players in a concerto would be frustrated of their purpose if the soloist were to fail to play his part.54

Henri Blocher makes essentially the same point:

If man obeys God, he would be the means of blessing the earth, but in his insatiable greed … and in his short-sighted selfishness, he pollutes the earth and destroys it. He turns a garden into a desert (cf. Rev. 11:18). That is the main thrust of the curse of Genesis 3.55

Richard Bauckham points out that the word translated “groan” (Rom. 8:22, 23) may mean “mourn,” linking it with the language used by the prophets about the repeated rebellions of God’s people, rather than a single disobedience in Eden. He argues that the phrase “the creation was subject to futility (or frustration)” (Rom. 8:20) probably refers to the ecological degradation described by the prophets, when they spoke of the earth mourning, the soil losing its
fertility, plants withering, animals dying (Isa. 22:4, 33:9; Jer. 4:28, 14:4, 23:10; Hosea 4:3; Amos 1:2; Joel 1:10–12, 17–20). Furthermore, it helps to recognize the way that “frequently in the Bible, language of divine judgment describes the way acts have consequences in this world. Disruptions of the created order of things cause further disruption that rebounds on the perpetrators.” While Bauckham is correct to insist that Romans 8:18–23 refers to more than Genesis 3, his arguments also strengthen the importance of the events portrayed in Genesis 3.

The “Fall” is not primarily about disease and disaster, nor about the dawn of self-awareness. Rather, it is a way of describing the fracture in relationship between God and the human creature made in his image. The rupture means that we rattle around in our space, as it were, producing disorder within ourselves, with our neighbors, and with our environment (human and nonhuman). This will continue until our relationship with God is restored and we become “at peace with God through our Lord Jesus who has given us access to the grace in which we now live; and we exult in the divine glory which is to be ours” (Rom. 5:1, 2)—words which condition and explain the state of nature which Paul uses later in the same passage (Rom. 8:19–21).

The Romans 8 passage makes it clear that our calling is not simply to ourselves and our current neighbors, or even to our children and grandchildren, but to the whole future of creation. In Francis Bridger’s words, We are called to be stewards of the earth by virtue not simply of our orientation to the Edenic command of the Creator but also because of our orientation to the future. In acting to preserve and enhance the created order, we are pointing to the coming rule of God in Christ ... The knowledge that it is God’s world, that our efforts are not directed toward the creation of an ideal utopia but that we are, under God, building bridgeheads of the kingdom serves to humble us and to bring us to the place of ethical obedience.

In contrast, Martyn Lloyd-Jones seemed to regard the passage as wholly apocalyptic.

Tom Wright makes essentially the same point: Paul is talking [in Rom. 8:18–21] about the glory which he says is to be revealed “to us” (v. 18). What he means by that is instantly explained and unpacked in the next few verses. The whole creation, the entire cosmos, is on tiptoe with expectation for God’s glory to be revealed to his children. “Glory” is not simply a kind of luminescence, as though the point of wisdom were that we would eventually shine like electric lightbulbs. “Glory” means, among other things, rule and power and authority. As other writers (notably Saint John the Divine) make clear, part of the point of God’s saving of his people is that they are destined not merely for a relaxing endless holiday in a place called “heaven,” but that they are destined to be God’s stewards, ruling over the whole creation with healing and restorative justice and love.

In the Noachian covenant (Gen. 9:8–17), God explicitly includes “all creatures” alongside Noah and his family. Indeed, there is a strong case that God first covenanted with creation itself when he established order in it, long before humans appeared on the scene (Jer. 33:25: “These are the words of the Lord: If there were no covenant for days and night, and if I had not established a fixed order in heaven and earth, then I could spurn the descendants of Jacob and of my servant David”). He renewed his covenant repeatedly throughout history—with Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David, culminating with Jesus the Christ. The God of Creation and the God of Redemption are one and the same (Rev. 4:6–11). As David Fergusson puts it, Creation can only be understood from the perspective of redemption. There is too much wastage, pain and untimely death to make this view possible apart from a particular conviction about the meaning of Christ’s death and resurrection.

For Oliver O’Donovan, The redemption of the world, and of mankind, does not serve only to put us back in the Garden of Eden where we began. It leads us on to that further destiny to which, even in the Garden of Eden, we were already directed.

Richard Bauckham insists, Salvation is not the replacement but the renewal of creation. God’s purpose in history and in the eschatological future does not abstract humans from nature, but heals the human relationship with nature.

Robert Murray concludes his examination of the “cosmic covenant” by asking, “Have theologians betrayed the Bible’s message?” He is clear that the Bible teaches us that neither sin nor salvation are affairs merely between us as individuals and...
God; sin entails alienation from our nature which relates us to God’s other creatures, while salvation entails our re-integration in a vaster order of harmony which embraces the whole cosmos, as we may interpret Paul’s tersely expressed vision in Romans 8.64

Tom Wright describes Romans 8:18–28 as one of the most central statements in the New Testament about what God intends to do with the whole cosmos. [T]he matter is set out quite clearly … Paul’s whole argument is that the renewal of God’s covenant results in the renewal of God’s creation.65

Conclusion
Where does all this get us in trying to understand natural disasters? Some of these can certainly be attributed to human actions. Former British Government Chief Scientific Adviser John Beddington has warned of the “perfect storm” approaching from climate change and our growing requirements for energy, food, and clean water as the world population climbs toward nine billion—all factors dependent on or caused by human action.66 Geologist Bill McGuire has spelled out how a changing climate can trigger earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic action.67 Pests and parasites may afflict us, but they are not themselves the result of our sin. We have Jesus’s own authority that those who died when the tower in Siloam fell were not greater sinners than others (Luke 13:3–5).

We have to face the reality that suffering is a central thread in scripture—perhaps particularly in the New Testament where we read of the sufferings of Christ and of those who follow him (2 Cor. 1:5; Phil. 1:29, 3:10; Heb. 2:10, 5:8). There is no magic way or hidden knowledge to escape the way the world is, but there is a sure support and promise for the way we are called to live.

Peter Enns regards the general scenario that Paul is laying out [in Rom. 8:18–27] is one of perseverance of hope, by the Spirit, in a state of suffering, a suffering that causes groaning—so much so that the Spirit himself joins along … These sufferings seem to be connected in some way to the believer’s “obligation” to resist the “sinful nature” and the cosmic grains of “frustration” and “bondage to decay” to which it has been subjected (vv. 20–21). In other words, the sufferings Paul refers to likely have some connections to the “decay” of creation, one of its manifestations being the daily struggle to resist being controlled by the sinful (i.e., preconversion) nature.68

When Paul looked back at Genesis 3, he recognized suffering (Rom. 8:22–23) but also a present hope: God’s kingdom has come; it is not a distant possibility. Our challenge is to get right the relationship between present and ultimate hope. Tom Wright comments that Paul’s assurance of the future in Romans 8:19–21 is based on two things, the biblical promise of new heavens and new earth (Isa. 65:17, 66:22) and the creation story in which human beings, made in God’s image, are appointed as God’s stewards over creation.69

To recapitulate:
1. Science excludes a single progenitor (or pair) for humankind, beyond reasonable doubt.
2. We are distinct from the apes/early hominins through being “in God’s image.” The essence of this is that we [should] have a relationship with God.
3. This relationship implies that we are accountable to God; otherwise it is meaningless.
4. Our “imaging” must have occurred in time; it could be described as “pre-Adam” becoming “Adam.” Stott’s suggestion of Homo sapiens becoming Homo divinus is conceptually helpful.
5. God’s intended (or “primal”) plan of relationships fractured through our free choice. Consequently, we are at the mercy of outside
forces in our relationships to God, to each other, and to the rest of God’s creation—which is urgently waiting for us to take our rightful place in God’s plan.

6. These relationships are repairable only through Christ’s atoning work. That is completely uncontentious.
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